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We shall investigate distance-biregular graphs by means of intersection diagrams. 
First we give an alternate proof of a theorem which was obtained by Mohar and 
Shawe-Taylor in (J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 37 (1984). 90-100). Next we give some 
results on distance-biregular graphs of girth g E 0 (mod 4). 0 1990 Academic PESS. IX. 
1. INTR~DU~TION 
Let G be a connected graph and let CT denote the usual metric on the 
vertex set V(G) of G. For vertices u and o in G and integers i and j, we 
define the following subsets of V(G): 
fi(u)= {XE V(G)ld(u,x)=i}, 
Dj(u, u) = f,(u) A f,(u). 
Fix an edge uu in G and put Df: = Df:(u, u). We draw the family { Dj} i, j as 
follows: - - - --- - - 
D,),;$& ___________ $j$-- _ :- - 
D; - Df - ,-,;.w.- --- - Di-,----- , - Dt” - - - 
SCHEME 1 
In the above diagram, a line between two components indicates the 
possibility of the existence of an edge connecting between them. We call the 
above diagram the intersection diagram of G with respect to uv. More 
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precise descriptions of intersection diagrams will be found in [3]. We have 
obtained several results, mainly for distance-regular graphs, by the method 
of intersection diagrams (see [2, 3, 6, 8-101). In [S], Godsil and Shawe- 
Taylor introduced the notion of distance-biregular graphs. In this paper we 
shall give some applications of intersection diagrams to distance-biregular 
graphs. In Section 3, we describe some elementary properties of the 
intersection diagrams of distance-biregular graphs which will be used in 
Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4, we shall give an alternate proof of a result 
which was obtained by Mohar and Shawe-Taylor in [7]. In Section 5, we 
study distance-biregular graphs of girth g E 0 (mod 4). 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let G be a connected graph. For vertices u, x with x E r,(u), we define 
the following numbers: 
4% xl = IT,(u) n r,(x)l, 
Mu, x) = Ir,, 1(u) n T,(x)l, 
C(U, X) = Ifi- l(U) n T,(.X)l. 
A vertex u is said to be distance-regularized if the numbers a(u, x), b(u, x), 
and c(u, x) depend only on the distance a(u, x) = i rather than on the 
individual vertex x E T,(u). The numbers a(u, x), b(u, x), and c(u, x) are 
denoted simply by ai( bi( u), and c~(u), respectively, and we call these 
numbers the intersection numbers of u. The array 
0 Cl(U) '.. Cd-,(U) Cd(U) 
0 al(u) '.. ad-l(U) ad(U) 
h,(u) b,(u) ... b,-,(u) 0 
is called the intersection array of u, where d= max{ a(u, x) 1 x E V(G) >. 
Note that b,(u) = deg(u), c,(u) = 1 and b,-,(u) > 0, c;(u) > 0 for 0 <id d. 
A distance-regularized graph is a connected graph in which every vertex 
is distance-regularized. A distance-regularized graph is said to be distance- 
regular if every vertex has the same intersection array. A distance-biregular 
graph is a bipartite distance-regularized graph in which vertices in the same 
color class have the same intersection array. 
A bipartite graph is said to be biregulur if vertices in the same color class 
have the same degree. A generalized n-gon is a connected biregular graph 
of diameter n in which pairs of vertices less than distance n apart are joined 
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by a unique shortest path, and for every vertex u there exists a vertex at 
distance n from U. 
The diameter of a connected graph G will be denoted by d(G). 
3. INTERSECTION DIAGRAMS OF DISTANCE-BIREGULAR GRAPHS 
In the following we assume G is a connected bipartite graphs. For an 
edge uu in G, the intersection diagram of G with respect to uu takes the 
following form: 
D"1 - D; - ,-,;- --- - - @-' D;+l- - - - 
DA - D; - D;e.w -_- - Diml- , - Dpl - - - 
SCHEME 2 
Note that there is no edge in each Df. For x E Di- ‘, we define 
a(x) = 4x, Di- 1 1, B(x) = 4x, Dj + 1 L and y(x) =4x, Dir:), 
where e(x, Y) denotes the number of edges connecting x and a subset Y of 
V’(G). We call the triple (a(x), p(x), y(x)) the edge pattern of x in the inter- 
section diagram. There are the following relations between edge patterns 
and intersection numbers: 
4% x) = Y(X), b(u, x) = 4x)+ B(x) 
and 
c(u, x) = 4x) + Y(X), b(u, x) = P(x). 
Note that a(u, x) = a(u, x) = 0 since G has no cycle of odd length. We 
define the edge pattern of y E Di- I symmetrically as 
4~) =4x Dj-‘1, KY) = 4x Dj+ ’ ), and Y(Y) =4x Dj::). 
Now we assume G is a distance-biregular graph. Then edge patterns are 
determined by two intersection arrays, i.e., the intersection array of u and 
the intersection array of U. The converse is also true. Now let g = 2m be the 
girth of G. Then we have 
m=min{i(ci(u)> l} =min{iIcj(u)> 1). 
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Therefore the intersection diagram takes the following form: 
-D",:f -D",-' - D",,r --- 
l I 
DA - D;--- --- -D;:;--- D~-l-D~tl- - - - 
SCHEME 3 
Put deg(u) = s + 1 and deg(u) = t + 1. The edge patterns are given by 
y(x) = 1, CL(x) = 0 if x~Dj-‘vDj_, (1 <i<m), 
B(x)= {: 
y(x) = 1, U(X) > 0 if XED~-‘LJD~_,. 
We have also 
4. DISTANCE-BIREGULAR GRAPHS WITH 2-VALENT VERTICES 
In this section we give an alternate proof of a theorem which was 
obtained by Mohar and Shawe-Taylor. A connected k-regular graph G is 
called a (k, g)-graph if the girth of G is g and the number of vertices is 
given by 
n,(k,g):=l+k+k(k-1)-t . . +k(k-1)‘-2+k(k-1)‘-1 if gisodd, 
:= 1 +k+k(k- l)+ . . . +k(k- f)‘-‘+(k- l)‘-* if g is even, 
where i= Lg/2_1. Note that the complete graph K, is a (k, g)-graph with 
k=m-l,g=3. 
THEOREM 1 [7, Corollary 3.51. If a distance-biregular graph G has 
2-valent vertices, G is isomorphic to the subdivision graph of II (k, g)-graph. 
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Proof We consider the intersection diagram (Dj}i, j of G with respect 
to an edge MU. We assume deg(u) = s + 1 (s > 1) and deg(v) = 2. Let g = 2m 
be the girth of G. First we assume m is even, m = 2n. Then we have 
ID;- ’ 1 = S’ and ID: _ i 1 = snp ‘. By counting the number of edges between 
Dz-’ and Dzpl we get a(x) ID:-‘I=c((y) lDz-lI for XEDZ-‘, 
y E 0: ~, . Then we get a(y) = s since E(X) = 1. This implies p(x) = /I(y) = 0 
and d(G) = m. Then it is obvious that G is the subdivision graph of a 
(s + 1, m)-graph. Next assume m = 2n + 1. In this case we have I Dz- ’ ( = 
jD;pl/ =s”. By the same argument as above, we get a(x) = a(y) = 1, 
P(x)=s-l,andB(y)=Oforx~D~-‘,y~D~~~.InthiscaseD~+,isnot 
empty, but we have y(z)=~,+~(u)=c(u,y)=2 for ZEDE,,. This implies 
d(G) = m + 1 and G is the subdivision graph of an (s + 1, m)-graph. 
5. DISTANCE-BIREGULAR GRAPHS OF GIRTH g=O (mod4) 
Let G be a distance-biregular graph with valency s + 1 and t + 1, and let 
g be the girth of G. We can restrict the structure of G by using intersection 
diagrams when g E 0 (mod 4). To show this situation, we deal with two 
cases, i.e., the case gcd(s, t) = 1 and the case t = 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a distance-biregular graph with girth g= 0 
(mod 4). Let s + 1 and t + 1 be the valency of G and assume s and t are 
relatively prime. Then G is isomorphic to a generalized polygon. 
Proof Let g = 4m. Take an edge uv with deg(u) = s + 1, deg(u) = t + 1. 
We consider the intersection diagram {Dj} i,j of G with respect to MU. By 
counting the number of edges between A = D:E- ’ and B = 0:; ~ 1, we get 
IAl a(x)= lB1 a(y) for XEA, YE& where IAl =smtmpl, lB1 =sm-‘Y. Thus 
we have sa(x) = ta( y). Since s and t are relatively prime and a(x) < t, we 
get a(x)= t and a(y) =s. This implies b(x) =p(y) =0 and D$+ I = 
D:z+’ = a. Then clearly G is a generalized 2m-gon. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a distance-biregular graph of girth g - 0 (mod 4). 
Assume G has the valency s + 1 and 3. Then one of the following two cases 
occurs: 
(1) G is a generalized polygon; 
(2) s = 2h - 2 for some h < g/2 and d(G) < g/2 + g/h. 
Proof Put g = 4m. We consider the intersection diagram { Dj}i: j of G 
with respect to an edge uv with deg(u) = s + 1, deg(v) = 3. By counting the 
number of edges between D:z-’ and D:“,- 1, we get sa(x) = 2a( y) for 
x~D2,;-‘, y~D;;p,. If a(x) = 2, we get a(y) =s and G becomes a 
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generalized polygon. Thus we may assume a(x) = 1. Then we get c$ y) = s/2, 
b(x)= 1, and b(y)=s/2. Note that cz,(u)=c(u, x)=2 and c~,,,(u)= 
c(u, y) = (S/2) + 1. 
Now take ZED~~+~. Then y(z) = cZm(u) = (S + 2)/2 holds. By counting 
the number of edges between D:zp ’ and 0:: + , , we get 
\D;“,+,\ =s. 
This implies s = 2h - 2 for some integer h with h < 2m = g/2. 
Now we assume, for some positive integer r, that there is no edge 
between Delhi-’ and D:~~jp, for every i with 0 <i < r. Then, by induc- 
tion on i, we can easily determine the edge patterns as follows for 0 < i < r, 
y(x) = 2, a(x) = 0, P(x) = 1 
if x~Dt”,Ij~’ (iis even) or XED~~~~~~ (iis odd), 
s+2 
Y(X) = 2’ a(x) = 0, P(x) =; 
if x~D:;zjf’ (i is odd) or x~D~~~i_~ (i is even). Note that p(x)<0 
holds in each case. This means there is an edge between x E D’,: 1 F- ’ and 
x~D::::-i for some positive integer r, since G is a finite graph. We 
choose r to be minimal. Now we put 
A=Dh+r-~ 
2m+r and B=D;;;;p,. 
We divide the proof into two cases according as r is even or odd. 
Case 1. r = 21. From the above edge patterns, we can calculate the size 
of A and B as follows: 
IAl = 
f?l+rp-l-l 
and I4 = 
p+l~ l-y-/ 
(s + 2)’ (s+2)’ . 
By counting the number of edges between A and B, we get sa(x) = 24~) 
forxEAandyEB.Thencr(y)=s/2andB(y)=O.ThisimpliesD2,“,=2:,+,= 
0:;: ii’ ’ = Iz/ and d(G) = 2m + 21. Then the intersection diagram takes the 
following form: 
D;--- --- --@%-- - - - - Dk-1 
D;-.--- --- -D 21- --- 2m-1 - @..I 
SCHEME 4 
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where k = 2m + 21. On the other hand we have 
IAl = 
Sm+/y~/-l (p-1 _ l)m+/22m-I 
(s+2)’ = 2h’ 
Therefore we have hl< 2m - 1 < 2m. Thus we get 
Case 2. r =21+ 1. We have 
and IB( =’ 
m+/2m-l-2 
(s+2)’ . 
By counting the number of edges between A and B, we get E(X) = (s + 2)/4 
for x E A and or(y) = 1 for y E B. This implies D~~~$~: = 0. Since 
c*~+~~+~(u)=c(u,~)=~, we have y(z) = 3 for z E D~~~~f~ i. This implies 
d(G) = 2m + 21+ 2. The intersection diagram takes the following form: 
@-a--. --_ -;;-I- - - - - Dk-’ - 
k D;+,----- Dk:: 
D;- -_- -D Zm- --- m-1 - D;ml------- DE+’ 
SCHEME 5 
where k = 2m + 21. On the other hand we have 
f7+/2m-/ (p-1 _ 1y+/22m 
IAl=(s+2)‘+l= 2hUfl) . 
Therefore we get h( 1+ 1) < 2m. This implies 
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